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W Symbols 

 
Wagon (ark) - physical initiation; a new experience; meeting the master. 

Waist (symbol above the waist) - spiritually creative and sacred. 

Waist (symbol below the waist) - symbols seen below the waist relate to earth and earth passions, 

and earth zeal’s of the will. 

Waist (drape around) - (similar to Jesus drape in His crucifixion) symbol of renunciation, 

sacrifice, suffering, pain, humility. 

Waitress (ktk) - server of spiritual nourishment. 

Waking up (shaken up or trembling) - to feel that one is severely shaken up or in a trembling 

state before awakening is caused by a sudden return to the physical body.  The silver cord being 

over-taut causes a severe yank or jerk to the physical body. 

Waking up tired (dc) - when you physically wake up very tired from sleep, it means one has 

ventured into a dark place to heal others. 

Walking - an act of will; (dc) - emotional body initiation. Through effortless movement in 

walking, one comes to understand the etheric forces and currents. Etheric or free vitality walking 

during the day is the result of the etheric release received in the night-flight action. 

Walking (arrogantly) (ark) - progressing in arrogance. 

Walking (difficult) (ark)- difficulty in exercising one's will.   

Walking (person) - a symbol of progress. 

Walking (feet on stony ground) - indicates that a difficult portion of the path now faces one. 

Walkway (cement) (ktk) - fixed, traditional path. 

Wall - insulation. 

Wall (blue and white square tiled) (ark) - represents emotional, mental and spiritual karmic 

insulation. 

Wall (brick) (ark) - one is insulated as a result of good stewardship. 

Wall (cement) - insulation. 

Wall (white) (ark) - spiritual insulation. 

Wall (wood) (ark) - physical insulation. 

Wall (green) - higher astral world; chlorophyll energy region of the astral world.  Healing of 

astral sicknesses caused by unknowing use of psychic energy. 
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Wall (stone) - fortress against negation.   

Wall (vines or plants) - a hedge of vines or plants indicates that one has a cultivated and 

insulated environment necessary to his present state of evolvement. 

Wall hook (ark) - a resting place which provides insulation. 

Wallet (ark) - a symbol of grace. 

Wallet (black) (ark) - a symbol of accentuated grace. 

Walnut - relaxing mineral fire ruled by Jupiter. 

War - indicates one is being conditioned in the use of his will.  To be involved in a battle of war 

indicates that one is amid karma relating to the masses. 

War (nuclear) - danger of actual war; apprehension dream from world subconscious. 

Warehouse (ark) - relates to one’s physical archives.   

Washcloth (ark) - in need of cleansing. 

Washcloth (cleaning with) (ark) - one is actively cleansing (look for additional symbols and 

colors to determine what is being cleansed.) 

Wash Machine (Laundry) - to give someone else a job of cleaning up one’s affairs. 

Washing (dishes)(ark) - to dream that you are washing dishes, suggests that you are spiritually 

moving on and planning for the next thing that comes your way. 

Wasp - a jealous, vindictive, revengeful, antisocial, hostile and possessive retreatist person. 

Watch (clock) - timing; also Recording Angel reminder. Hands on the clock identifying time are 

revealing the timing of an event.  The hands pointed to three o’clock relate to a third day, a third 

week, a third month or a third year, etc. 

Watch (wrist) - timing and protection re authority to teach. 

Watch (black wrist) - timing and protection re authority to secretly teach. 

 

WATER SYMBOLS (372-3): 

Water - symbol of emotional or astral initiation; (dc) flow of kundalini; flow of the life force. 

Water (to armpits) (373) - healing of the body. 

Water (black) (372) - ominous, guilt, death.  Black water is the sign of stagnant water and the 

refusal to face one’s own karma; it is a symbol of guilt, grief, and sorrow because of one’s own 

refusal to move with the flow of life. 

Water (brown) (372) - deception. 
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Water (breathing under water) (ktk) - adept in the astral world. 

Waterfall (cascade) (372) - spiritual power; grace; (oi) an archetypal cord. 

Waterfall (behind a mountain) (oi) - the sacred door. 

Water (clear) (372) - purification. 

Water (clear gold) (ark) - purification of the soul. 

Water (clear to shins) (372) - when the disciple dreams of walking in pure or clear water to the 

level of the shins, it is indicative that he is being prepared and insulated against negation, 

environmental telepathies of both the physical and psychical worlds.   

Water (cloudy or muddy to shins) (298) - an apprehension warning from his Guardian Angel 

that the initiate is approaching some unpleasant experience which will stir him emotionally and 

confuse him mentally.  A warning from the Guardian Angel will modify the impact of the 

experience and will enable the initiate to discern what is speaking to him in his present phase of 

evolution. 

Water (cup of water) (372) - to be the Master’s disciple. 

Water (cup of water in saucer, spilled) (372) - lack of poise; failure as a disciple. 

Water (dark gray) (ark) - emotional or astral initiation involving discipline of the will. 

Water (with debris) (ark) - emotional initiation caused by lack of discrimination. 

Water (with wood debris) (ark) - emotional initiation caused by lack of physical discrimination. 

Water (drowning) (ark) - one is overwhelmed by an emotional initiation. 

Water (pale gray) (ark) - emotional initiation involving learning to become detached and aloof. 

Water (green) - health initiation. 

Water (green river) (ark) - health initiation involving humanity. 

Water (green lake) (ark) - health initiation involving blending of emotions. 

Water gun (ark) - to repel with a stream of consciousness. 

Water (hot) (dc)- will produce and give debris that one must meet. 

Water (lake) (372) - blending of emotions. (See Lake) 

Water (muddy) (372) - involvement in a scandal. 

Water (murky yellowish) (ark) - emotional or astral initiation involving cleansing of the intellect. 

Water (ocean) – spirit;1 (372) to learn the origins of life. 

 
1Ann Ree Colton, Faith. 
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Water (ocean depths) (ark) - astral initiation into the depths of undersoul. 

Water (pool of clear water) (372) - the first heaven; a birth matrix. 

Water (raining) (ark) - emotional cleansing bringing a release from tensions. 

Water (rectangular, small pool) (372) - purification of physical body. 

Water (riding or moving over water) (372) - protection in night-flight over the astral planes; sign 

of victory over the astral. 

Water (river) (ark) - humanity. 

Water (rough) (372) - storm of the senses, warning of adversary action, and of karmic debts to 

be met. 

Water (rough river) (arck) - humanities storm of the senses, warning of adversary action, and of 

karmic debts to be met. 

Water skiing (ark) - advanced protected night-flight skills and a sign of victory over the astral 

plane. 

Water skiing (backwards) (ark) - advanced protected night-flight skills and a sign of victory 

over the astral plane through reversal of a situation. 

Water (small square pool with flowing stream) (ark) - purification of one’s karma with a higher 

stream of consciousness in order to build a stronger foundation. 

Water (sound current) - the sound current is inside of you. Some come in with more alignment 

with the sound current. It first may come as the sound of an object: as a bell, as raindrops or the 

sound of waves crashing on the shore, the sound of a seashell when placed next to the ear, or 

like a cord of electricity where we step into different dimensions. The Great Void will open 

certain doors that will take you to the sound current and the freeing of consciousness. Stillness is 

always a preceding necessity to receive the sound current. This can occur at deeper levels of 

sleep where we recharge and are made new every day to face the challenges we have set up for 

ourselves.2 

Water spot (ark) - emotional weakness; insecurity. 

Water (sprinklers on green grass) (ark) - astral initiation producing healing or peace. 

Water (stream) (ktk) - stream of consciousness. 

Water (steaming)(ark) - overly charged emotions. 

 
2Ann Ree Colton, The Mantra between the Chela and the Master. 
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Water (standing in water to ankles) (372) - one has need of more courage, that he might move 

more deeply into the purifying waters, and thus experience the healing and cleansing of the pure 

rivers of life; indicates procrastination and timidity. 

Water (swimming) – making an effort. 

Water (swimming under water) (ark) - one is adept in traversing the astral world. 

Water (taking a shower) (ark) - personal emotional cleansing. 

Water (to the thigh) (ark) - a symbol of emotional or astral initiation of the sexual and personal 

will. 

Water (touching) - used in night instruction to train one’s sensitivity as to texture in touch. 

Water (unfiltered) ark - lacking emotional discrimination. 

Water (walking on) (372) - miracles; levitation; astral projection. 

Water (walking in water at thigh level) (ark) - represents one is progressing through an emotional 

or astral initiation of the sexual and personal will. 

Water (waves) (ark) - astral currents of initiation. 

Water (sounds heard as:  raindrops, seashell or waves crashing on the shore) - the sound current 

is inside of you. Some come in with more alignment with the sound current. It first may come as 

the sound of an object: as a bell, as raindrops or the sound of waves crashing on the shore, the 

sound of a seashell when placed next to the ear, or like a cord of electricity where we step into 

different dimensions. The Great Void will open certain doors that will take you to the sound current 

and the freeing of consciousness. Stillness is always a preceding necessity to receive the sound 

current. This can occur at deeper levels of sleep where we recharge and are made new every day 

to face the challenges we have set up for ourselves.3 

Water (under house) (373) - an unresolved emotional family-atom condition undermining the 

security of person in the family. 

Weasel - a harmless miser; an Uriah Heep type of person. 

Weeds - working with the destroying principle. 

Weeping - one should be prepared for an approaching grief or loss of someone who has the power 

to wound or grieve him. 

Weeping (with joy) - one should be prepared for an approaching joyous event. (Research symbols 

 
3Ann Ree Colton, The Mantra between the Chela and the Master. 
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in dream regarding its connection.) 

Weight (ark) - to weigh oneself on a scale means one is being weighed as to their spiritual progress 

in life. 

Vertical Line - alignment; the will; oneness; vertical thinking; discipline. 

Wetsuit (black) (ark) - accentuated astral protection. 

Whale - a symbol of maneuverability in the three lower planes of the astral world; a Jonah test of 

obedience. 

Wheat (grain of) (IS) - Master R (Rakoczi aka St. Germaine):  Ritual - Light Stream #7. 

Wheat (straw of) - wheat in a dream or vision symbolizes a Western country where wheat is a 

predominant as a source of bread. 

Wheel - the symbol of the chakras; the wheel of karma or the magnet or equation drawing man 

back to birth that he may resolve his faulty or unjust actions. (See Chakras for more info.) 

Wheelchair (ark) - support on the wheel of karma that one may resolve his faulty or unjust actions 

from the abuse of the will. 

Wheelchair (sitting in) (ark) - one is resolving karma related to faulty or unjust actions from the 

abuse of will. 

Wheelchair (teacher sitting in) (ark) - a teacher who has passed away or will pass away is 

resolving karma from faulty or unjust actions from the abuse of will. 

Wheeling Stretcher (ark) - to lay on a rolling stretcher symbolizes that one is in a dying state or 

state of inertia due to unresolved karma. 

White (apron) (ark) - spiritual protection from indecisiveness due to karma.  

White (color) - spirit, perfection, purity, chastity, virginal, the transcending power of spirit, union 

with the Supreme Being, the vibrationless state of being. 

White and Tan (ark) - spiritual hypersensivity, uncertainty and retreatism. 

White (garment)- indecisiveness due to karma. 

Whitewashed (ark) - neglect of stewardship. 

Wig - symbol that the one wearing the wig has two personalities; one he knows himself to be, the 

other is a deliberate affectation or the desire to conceal something of himself. 

Wig (w/loose curls) (ark) - wearing a wig in a dream symbolizes that he has two personalities; one 

he knows himself to be, the other is a deliberate affectation of having a sense of humor. 

Wildflower - symbol of aeonic memories, and a reassurance of protection through Nature’s 
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providence. 

Will (dc) - one uses their will in the night in places unreachable in the day.  Atoms open in the 

night.  If we can open, we can go anywhere.  Angels protect us so we will not go where we can’t 

come back. We are also protected by a dream mantram. 

Wind (cold) - an ominous symbol of death to one’s desires or wishes which have no support from 

the true law of being.   

Wind (cold in meditation) - a cold-wind experience during meditation indicates that an unrisen 

dead or earthbound entity is near.   

Wind (desert) - wind on the desert represents chastisement during initiation. 

Wind (Holy Ghost) - is the urgent archetonal sounding agent of God moving upon the mind, 

emotions and soul of man as a mighty upper-thrusting wind. 

Wind (instrument) - all wind instruments are related to the Lunar Deva Angels residing in the 

astral world.  Wind instrument music gives penetration into the glandular system of man, creating 

certain moods and desires. To hear the flute or lute of Krishna in the night in a dream is to learn 

that one is being prepared for initiation into higher strata of evolvement; he is researching the 

parallel between Krishna and the Christ.   

Wind (mountain top) - indicates a cleansing set into action by the Master.   

Wind (Seraphim) - bloweth as it listeth, or as Spirit wills it, produces the holy cleansing of one’s 

spiritual life.  One hears the Seraphim wind through the audible sound current between the 

eyebrows in either sleeping or waking.  This becomes a music flooding one’s being with a divine 

ecstasy and expectancy of rightness and well-being. 

Wind (storm) - indicates mass cleansing of astral currents or soiled guilts. 

Wind (warm) - true presence from heavenly reaches is determined by warmth, glowing 

emanations, joyousness. 

Window - Protection from the astral forces. 

Window (encased in glass) - when one is encased in glass, he is insulated from the lower astral 

currents. 

Window (glass) - indicates protection; also, witnessing and receiving astral-plane knowledge 

without karmic consequence. 

Window (in a house) - a window in the house of a dream indicates that one has limited vision 

influenced and controlled by domestic situations.   
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Window (lattice) (ark) - Divine Mother protection from astral forces. 

Window (leaning out) (ark) - leaning outside of one’s astral protection. 

Window (looking at window with horizontal blinds partially pulled up) (ark) - identifies the one 

seeing as having a beginning of a reality of things of the world. 

Window (looking through closed horizontal blinds) (ark) - identifies the one seeing as having a 

beginning of reality that one has closed off their seeing, refusing to see things of the world. 

Windowsill (ark) - protective ledge against astral forces. 

Windowsill (white) (ark) - spiritual protective ledge against astral forces. 

Window (seeing through) - identifies the one seeing as having a beginning of reality. 

Window (Screen) - one is being protected from astral intrusion. 

Windows (room without) - one is self-engrossed, seeing materialistically only within the physical 

planes. 

Window Washer (ark) - to see a window washer in your dream represents an ability to bring in a 

new reality while witnessing and receiving astral-plane knowledge without karmic consequence. 

Window (with closed horizontal blinds) (ark) - one has closed off their seeing, refusing to see 

things of the world. 

Window (with curtains) (ark) - protection from astral forces during initiation. 

Window (with white curtains) (ark) - protection from astral forces during spiritual initiation. 

Wine - fruit of the harvest; redeeming sacrament. 

Wine (cup of) (ark) - the transmutation of blood in the form of man into the wine of spiritual 

wisdom. 

Wine (glass of wine) (ark) - grace received from the fruit of the harvest beyond the planes of the 

astral world. 

Wings (angel with six) (IS) - Seraphim Angel.  Six-winged Seraphim symbology has to do with 

ideas; the Lord of Mind or archetypal ideas research; an adept’s vision. 

Wings (sunlit) (ark) - enlightened by the Christ Mind. 

Winter - when one dreams of bare trees and snow on the ground, this indicates a climax or end of 

long-standing associations; the finality of a hopeless, non-responsive and static situation. 

Wolf - a relentless, revengeful person who manipulates the wills of his cohorts to inflict revenge; 

a stalker; hunts only in a pack; an untamed friend or undeveloped communication. 

Wolf (black) (ark) - a dangerous, relentless adversary who is bent on revenge. 
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Wolf (white) (ark) - a spiritual person who manipulates the will of others and is relentless in the 

stalking and infliction of revenge; a wolf in sheep’s clothing. 

Wolverine - a person with a dual temperament, close to schizophrenia, without moral concepts; 

dangerous to society.   

Woman (Armenian) (ark) - the symbol of a woman who is not respected. (Note:  Look for symbols 

in dream as to who or what is not respected.) 

Woman (black) - when a Caucasian dreams of a black woman, it means a key to complete change 

of attitudes. 

Woman (dead) (ark) - death of the feminine principle. 

Woman (East Indian) (ark) - the Divine Feminine.  

Woman (fat) (ark) - indulgence of the feminine principle. 

Woman (heavy makeup on face) (ark) - concealment of one’s inconstant nature.   

Woman (old) - the past. 

Woman (oriental) - tribal genesis; memory of past life together. 

Woman (pregnant)(ark) - one is preparing to give birth to the higher self. 

Womb - symbol of the birth matrix. To research in dreams the symbol of the womb is to unite with 

the mother principle and to gauge one’s own attitude toward conception in the womb.  The womb 

is a receptacle of receiving, as is the heart, and correlates to the heart. 

Women (three and a cross) (IS) - Mary. 

Woman (young) - represents the future. (Look at her role in your dream to give more insight on 

what she may be foretelling.)   

Wood - can mean the physical body; (old) the past. 

Wood (revarnish) (ark) - one is reconditioning the physical body. 

Wood (firewood) - ready for fire on the hearth indicates that one is to enter a protective and happy 

domestic situation. 

Wood (scorched) (ark) - protected purification of the physical body. 

Wool (touching) - used in night instruction to train one’s sensitivity as to texture in touch. 

Wound/Skin eruptions - on any portion of the face or body indicates that one has injured his self-

countenance or image picture in the lesser etheric body, and that his ego is being penetrated by the 

fiery telepathic astral bacteria of the subtle worlds.  Such persons will find that the Guardian Angel 

is telling them that they are subjected to some person or condition in the waking world depleting 
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their self-confidence and vitality.  One should remember to resist any person who would 

demagnetize his etheric vitality, for such demagnetization causes open wounds or penetrable places 

within his lesser etheric body.   

Wound/Skin Eruptions (on waistline) (arck) - by way of persecution, one has injured his self- 

countenance or image picture in the lesser etheric body. Their ego is being penetrated by the fiery 

telepathic astral bacteria of the subtle worlds.  (See Wound/Skin Eruptions above.) 

Wound or Stigmata (right foot) - indicates initiation through the will and will power, its use, and 

relates to the first chakra at the base of the spine. 

Wrist (ark) - power and authority. 

Writing - contact with the Recording Angels. 

Writing (on yellow paper with blue lines) (ark) - to see writing on yellow paper with blue lines 

beneath the words or sentences is speaking of spiritual ideas or formulas; proof that one is receiving 

magnetized knowledge from his Recording Angels. 


